
Forget Everything Else! 

It’s a dream come true! Full review and eight -page feature inside! 
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BUG TOO! ALIEN TRILOGY TORICO 
KEIO FLYING SQUADRON AND MORE! 
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<£p SEGA SATURN 
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if your gaming nous is titchy, bone up on 

at AMERICA RRRRAAAWKS!!! Q&A^SEGA SATURN MAGA¬ 
ZINE. PRIORY COURT. 30-32 FARRINGDON LANE. LONDON 
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j Core first revealed Tomb Raider 
at the spring ECTS and everyone 
was pretty bsmacke with 
just how impressive it 
looked. Like Nights and the M 

mffHWm forthcoming Sonic X- | 
Treme, Tomb Raider J 

takes you into a full 360 3D environ- I 
ment. ROB BRIGHT epjoys the freedom. 
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puts the power in your hand 
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Rent any latest release from just 





Oh they’re football game crazy, they’re football 
game mad, those football games they have 
taken away the little bit of sense they had - 
they’re software hou 





They said it couldn’t be done. They said it 
made about as much sense as a post-pub 
interview with Oliver Reed. They laughed 
and jeered at the idea of a fishing sim. But 
by thunder they were wrong! 
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MOVE OVER E.HONDA, 
HERE COMES TAKA ARASHI!! 
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CREDITS 

And that, my gaming chums, is your lot. But already your eager eyes turn to 
the future.' ’you say,' 

’.Well, looking into the great spiky Sonic ball, 
we see loads on , and .Stuff 
on BUG TOO!, and some news on the brilliant new RPG, , as well as a 

preview of the famous PC title, ITnTH^BB 





GO FOR GOLD! 
"Olympic Summer Games is just excellent and should be 

on every sports enthusiast's list of games to buy!” 91% NMS 

Bring all the drama and anticipation of the Atlanta 1996 Olympic Summer Games into 
your home. Choose to represent one of 32 Nations in this most prestigious athletic event. 

Challenge the world's finest athletes in 10 of the most exciting competitions across track, 
field and shooting events with up to 8 players. Practice mode and three different 
competition skill levels will strengthen your ability to go for the ultimate victory! 

AVAILABLE NOW ON 

SUPER NINTENDO AND GAME BOY 

T*HQ INTERNATIONAL LTD. 4 THE PARADE, EPSOM, SURREY K 


